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THE FUTURE OF AFRICAN CURRENCY
The global burden of poverty is highly concentrated in Africa, with millions of people living in
extreme poverty. Poverty is a complex problem. Poverty often causes the poor to put pressure
on their environment, and in turn the environment contributes to the suffering the poor endure.
Roughly 40% of people in Africa live below $1.90 a day. The challenge to reduce poverty is
massive, and the resources required combating it is no less overwhelming. At base, Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) are about poverty reduction. The UN terms SDGs as bold
commitment to ﬁnish what was started and end poverty in all forms and dimensions by 2030.
With the impact of coronavirus, challenges have been posed to the ﬁnancial systems of African
countries. Breaking the cycle of poverty involves a holistic approach to development.The
investment necessary to achieve the full suite of SDGs is enormous and potentially beyond the
scope of African governments to achieve without signiﬁcant help from the blockchain
community . However, SAPAToken presents the light at the end of the tunnel . The SAPA
community aims to ﬁll the ever-increasing void that has been made subsequent to the
inadequacies in eradicating poverty in Africa through developing a worldwide Crypto currency
managed by a team of developers and community enthusiasts, that is deﬂationary and rewards
holders with every transaction. SAPA token simpliﬁes investing and looks to help struggling
communities with donations.
.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the official 1.0 edition of SAPAToken white paper.
SAPA token is a community project managed by a team of developers and community
enthusiasts coming together to develop a Cryptocurrency that works for you and helps you increase
your tokens over time.. SAPAToken’s main goal is to ﬁll the ever increasing void that has been

made subsequent to the inadequacies in eradicating poverty in Africa by making impactful
donations in charity homes across the underdeveloped parts of Africa. SAPA token strives to
provide fairness and transparency to the online community by developing a successful platform
while bringing blockchain to millions of people especially in Africa

SAPA
The ambi�ons of SAPA Token are:
A.

To cement the SAPA community ecosystem as the most impactful revolutionary project

in poverty eradication in Africa through blockchain
B. Partnering with diverse community of international multi-skilled visionaries to be at the
forefront of decentralized ﬁnance (DEFI) evolution
C. To provide token holders a secure, transparent, and fully decentralized transactions without
compromising security. We do not require staking or farming. Our holders will automatically be
rewarded with every transaction.
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TOKEN

DETAILS
Token name: Sapa
Token symbol: SAPA

SAPA

Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Exchange: PancakeSwap
Description

Number

Short Hand

Fair lunch supply

1,000,000,000,000,000.

1 Quadrillion

Liquidity (locked)

700,000,000,000,000

700 Trillion

Burned dev tokens

39,000,000,000,000

39 Trillion

Dev tokens
(Marketing/ Maintenance)

267,031,407,374,414

267 Trillion

SAPATOKEN

REWARDS
AND TOKENMONICS
SAPA Token will be a continuously growing cryptocurrency that will pay out rewards fairly
across all token holders. 5% of every transaction will be distributed to SAPA HOLDERS.

SAPA

Automatic liquidity is one of the functions of SAPA protocol. As transactions happen (both
buying and selling), 3% of every transaction will be added to the liquidity pool which will
increase token value.We want to be transparent and open as possible while offering the most
for all token holders.
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FEATURES
SAPA

SAPA

3% (fee auto add to the liquidity pool)

2% (fee auto distributed to all holders)

Black hole

13% burn of dev wallet at start, token will deﬂate itself in supply with every transaction)

(

SAPA employs 3 simple functions: Reﬂection + LP acquisition + Burn in each trade
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HOW TO BUY SAPA
Go to your phone’s app store, then search for and download Trust Wallet
Open your Trust Wallet app and establish a new wallet or recover an existing (don’t
forget to backup your 12-word wallet recovery phrase!)

SAPA

Purchase BNB Smart Chain via the Trust Wallet app, or deposit BNB to your address and
proceed to swap it for BNB Smart Chain

Go to the DApps tab at the bottom of your Trust Wallet app and search for
exchange.pancakeswap.ﬁnance in the search bar (iPhone users will have to enable the
browser within Trust Wallet by typing(trust://browser_enable) within their phone’s
Safari browser)
Once in PancakeSwap, click the settings icon above the “From” area and set the slippage
tolerance to 11- 12%, then close the settings window
Put the amount of BNB you wish to spend in the “From” box, and press the “Swap”
button
Click the swap button & conﬁrm the transaction.

Congratulations! You now own SAPA !
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ROAD-MAP
Phase 1

SAPA

(Token Launch on BscScan , smart Contract Verify on BscScan , Add liquidity to PancakeSwap, Logo design
Burn 13% of dev wallet , 70% liquidity locked for 2 years, white paper , website, 100 holders, 1000 telegram members)

Phase 2
( CoinMarketCap Listing, CoinGecko Listing, CoinHunt Listing, Code Audit, 5,000 telegram members,

SA

2,500 holders, Trustwallet Listing )

PA

Phase 3

(SAPA Swap, Expansion, CEX listings, Inﬂuencer marketing partnerships, 10,000 Holders )

Phase 4
SAPATOKEN
Futher eco system development

MANUAL

BURNS

Having burns controlled by the team and promoted based on achievements helps to keep the
community rewarded and informed. The conditions of the manual burn and the amounts can
be advertised and tracked. SAPA aims to implement a burn strategy that is beneﬁcial and

SAPA

rewarding for those engaged for the long term. Furthermore, the total number of SAPA burned
is featured on our white paper
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OUR

CREW
SAPA Token is community owned and the team is made up of a decentralized group of
volunteers and community enthusiasts from all around the globe with the sole aim of poverty
alleviation through blockchain in Africa and beyond.
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FUTURE PROJECT

IMPLEMENTATION

SAPA
SAPA Private Wallet

Game Integration
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NFT’S

To be used for
In- app purchases
for certain apps.
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